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ABSTRACT 
The preparation of zirconium powder by severa l different methods is fully 
deseribed and evaluated o Most of the methods described are of a rather 
classieal nature and these methods are di soussed as taken fran their 
original sources w~th suggestions for possible streamliningc Flow sheets 
are providedo 
The first aeries of steps to produce a;irconium powder is almost invariably 
the production of pure s.irconiwn tetrachloride or pure airconium oxide 
from the tetrachloride.., The prooesaes described include the sodium 
reduction or sirconium tetrachloride, sodium reduction of the double 
alkali nuoridea, the calcium reduction or &irconium oxide, hydrogen 
embrittlement and conaninution of raducticm productso 
The hydride method as ut1liz ed for z ire onium sponge is a good process to 
make zirconium powder(J This method which is described in detail can be 
nicely used to produce airconium hydride or zirconium powder fran any 
pure reduction producto While arc-melted or massive zirconium can be 
hydrided, material with larger surface area, eogo sponge, is more tavor-
able. 
The calcium reduction of zirconium 01d.de also baa potent1al1;1ea aa a 
method to produce a good aircmium powdero It ia concluded that suitable 
sirconium powder will be &'ftilable as an increased demand ariaeso Met,hode 
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THE PREPARATION OF ZIRCONIUll PO\iDER 
Herbert So Kalish * 
Io INTROOOCTION 
Zirconium powder has several inqlortant uses in itsel£ o Theae applications 
such ae photoflash bulbs~ vacuum tube getters, incendiary purposes_ and 
others are well knoml and are well establishedo Zirconium powder ·was 
alsog until very recently 1 prepared as a raw material for the Van Arkel 
proeessa Today Kroll procees sponge airconium is used most commonzy as 
the raw material for the Van Arkel process because 1 t 1a cheaper to 
produce than the zirconium powderso 
Zirc•nium powder has, hoT.YeTer, an important potential applicatim in 
powder metallurgy fabrication mathodso There are several good methods 
ot powder preparation ror the established needs of powder per se9 but 
there is no good zirconium powder produced economica~ enough for its 
real potential to develop. It is likely that the most economical method 
eventually developed to produce zirconium will yield a pure sirconium 
powdera The processes whtch have already been developed warrant cloae 
study and evaluation on an overall basis~ From a stu~ of these methode 
it should b·e possible to speculate about the future. 
* Secti.n Head, Atomic EherSY Divisioo, Sylw.uia Electric Products Inc., 
Bayside, Netr York. 
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The •rlieat reported preparation of zirconium meta1 was by Bersel:i.us(l) 
in 182ho This meta1 was prepared in something o£ a pmrder form by 
the reduct1.on of potassium-zirconium f'luoride (~ ZrF6 ) with potassium 
and even in a German patent(2 ) in 1933 the new method claimed was a 
Bimple .rtati.on of Berze1:1us 8 met,hodo In 1914 the sodium reduction 
ot zirconium tetrachloride was achieved(J) to make a rather impure a1r-
cenium powder. but this was perhaps the moat eignifice.nt forward at.ep in 
making zirconium by a reduction process up unt11 recent yearso Tins 
latter met.hod is c1earq the forerunner of the Krol.l procesao 
At. the same time, the most important process for making a:irconium powder 
by reducti.on was being developedo The calcium reduction of zirconium 
oxide proposed and experimented wi.th brie~ by Wedekind and Lewis(4) 
1n 1913 was developed by Ru.f.f' and Brintsinger(5), Kiernan(6), Krou(7), 
and f'inal.q- Lilliendahl and Rentschler(8,9). idoet or the zirconium 
powder produced 1n this countey today i.e made by 8aDe varU.ti.on of this 
basic reduction processa 
In reo~ years the hydride met.hod(lO•ll•12•13) ot making sirconium. powd.er 
baa been utilised i.n an a-ttempt, to retain s<Xne of the high puri.ty aVIdl-
able in sirconium uade either b7 the KrO:U process or ·b7 the iodide 
proceeao 
Rather a abort time ago, all sirconium prcxluced b7 chemical reduc-t;ioo was 
referred to aa a powder~ since the metal is not obtained as a melt but 
•• a powder. l.umpa, or spongy naaeo T~ there are two quite diet.inct 
categories dependent upon form and ultimate useo 'ihe scope o.:t~ this 
paper is the reduction processes which yi.el.d metal poJI(ler and met.hoda 
for producing a true powder f'rom l.ump or sponge zircord.uma 
The following processes~ then, wi.ll be covered: 
lo Reductj.on o£ Zr-0:2· with Cao 
2c Reduct,:1on of ZrCJ.4 nth Nao 
3. Reduction oft Na5Zr2Fl..3 with Na and the reduct,ion o£ 
K2ZrF6 with Na. 
4o ft1drogen embrit-tlement of massi-ve lump or sponge zircanium 
for subsequent comminution to a pcmdero 
Ilo PREPARATION OF REDUCTION UAT:m!AIS 
In all the modern or even. historic methode for producing sircardwn the 
raw material required for reduction is pure zirconium tetrachloride or 
pure zirconium oxideo In every case w:\.thou.t. except,ion the reduction 
step :La a pure conversi.on to t,he metal and little if' an;v ~rovement in 
purity occurs over that of the chl.oride or oxideo To make pure metal 
'Ulen one DUst tree it of silicon, :tren, al.um:1num~ etco in produci.ng t,he 
chloride and oxide() Indeed. i.f one requires 'the. di.fficul.t and coatq 
hafn:ium remcwa1 thia 1111et be accomplished prior to the formation of the 
tetrachloride and moat of't.en the beet way t,o produce pure sircon:1um 
oxide is f'rom zirconi.um tetrach1or1deo 
The production of zirconium tetrachloride., then, is the firet step 
in all the methods to be discussed in this pape~o Figo l is a now 
sheet up to that pointo The chief' orea of zirconium are the zircord.um 
oxide o£ Brazil known as baddeleyita and the zirconium silicate beach 
sands of Oregon and Florida lmown as zircono The former has consider-
able silica as an impurity and about o5 to l percent hafni.um while the 
latter occurs with rutile (Ti~) and ilmeni.1;a (FeTi03) e.nd ~nerally 
has about 2 to J percent hafnium tied up in the zircono 
The concentration of the ore ia quite efficient and the rut11e and 
ilmerdte when present are separated b'rJ hydraulic and magnetic 
classificat1ono The zircon concentrate ia mixed with graphite and 
converted to zirconium carbide in a graphite lined arc smelting 
turnacea This atep removes approximately 80 percent of the silica (14) o 
The carbide (or cyanonitride) ia chlorinated at about Soo0 c which 
drives off the SiCl4, T1Cl4, and AlCl.3 and leaves a residue or zx-c14, 
FeC12 , Zr~, C, etco which may 
1
.;a recycl~o The raw ZrCl4 is collected 
in a condenser and may be further purified or convei'ted to pure zir-
conium oxideo To convert to pure zirconium oxide the ZrCl.4 is reacted 
~ a strong HCl solution to pr<X'.uce zirconium oxychloride octa hydrate 
(ZrOCl.2 ·811:20) which is crystalli.aed out of soluti-on, provided the 
acid content is high enoughQ Tho cr:rstale o£ ZrOCl2 Qs~o are washed, 
dried and ignited at. about ll.00°G to form a pure dwse ~~ This 
basic method was patented by Hm.~zreld(l5,16) in 1914 as an eoonanical 
me-thod tor si]j.ca ra:noval in la1•ge-acale production and its uaefulneae 
tor purification has be~.n described in the more recent literature(8.,9) e 
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ORE: Zircon ( Zr 02·Si 02) 
Rutile ( Ti 02} l.___ 
llmenite(FeTi o
3
);--- Removal by hydraulic classificat ion 
Concentrate: Zr 0 2 · Si02 +Impurities of oxides and silicates of Ti, Fe, AI, ~tc. 
'\, 









ZirCOniUm cLblde and Nitride (or cyanonltnde} + Impurities 






(About 600° C) 
volatiles 
Si .CI4 
~--~Ti Cl 4 HCI 
AI Cl 3 
..___~residue 
Fe Cl2 , Zr 0 2 
Water filtered out 
Crystallization Si 0 2 
-------------.--~dissolved out 
as chloride 
--------------~ AI, Mg ,Fe, et 
Filtration and 
Wash in 25°/oHCI 
1-------~ .. Zr0C1i 8H 02 
-
_____ o_2_+_H_2_o ____ ~_ 
_ Ignited at 
Pure Zr Cl4 1100° to 1200°C 
Pure Dense Zr 0 2 
Fig. I. Flow sheet of the preparation of pure zirconium tetrachloride and 
zirconim oxide for reduction processes. 
Another alten1ative to make the pure oy.ide :is by further purification 
of -the sire~ tetrachloride as shown in the £irst £low eheeto This 
method is best accomplished by the sublimation and condensation o£ 
ZrCl4 developed by the Bureau o£ M1nes(17,18,19-20,21). Other schemes 
of purif"ication or ZrCl4 have been described, but. are not used ex-
tensivelyo The refined ZrCl4- wi.ll hydrolyze to zirconium o:xychl.ori.de 
(ZrOC~ , zirconyl chloride) in moist air or water and the zirconium 
~ch1oride is readily converted to the oxide by ignition. 
The chemistry o:f the reduction o:f the zircon ore concentrate 
(Zr~oSi02 ) by carbon and the £ormation o£ zirconium tetrach1or.ide 
f'rem the cyanonitride have been well described by Krol.l and his co-
workers(l.8,22,23) at the Jllreau o:f Mines who di.d so much t,o develop 
~his processo Briefly the chemistry of the carbon reduct:lon involves 
the interaction or zircon:1um. silicon, carbon, oxygen and nitrogen in 
almost all the possi.ble combi.nations dependent upon the amount of' 
carbon addition and temperature or react:ion. The resultant carbide 
or cyanonitride reacts with ch1ori.ne as follows: 
zrcx + 4Cl. • ZrClh + XC (l) 
ZrC:,c~ + 4Cl • ZrCl4 + XC + YN (2) 
The oxidation o£ s:ircordum tetrachl.ori.de is as .follows: 
ZrC14 + ~ • Zr~ + 2C~ (J) 
-1.0-
This methcxl is appllcabl.e where pure sirconium tet.rach1orlde is avail-
ableo Where a rather impure ~etrach1oride is uti~ised the £ormation 
or zirc~1 chloride octahydrate (ZrOC12°8H20) is a useful purifica-
t:lon etepo Zirconi.um tebrachl.oride d1.sso1ves in water to £orm ZrOCl.2 
~ so1ut.1on liberat~g hydrochloric acid. 
(4) 
If the solution becomes too s-trongly acid the octahydrate crystallizes 
eut o£ so1utiono Thus by keeping the sol.ution dilut·e Sio2 can be 
removed by .filtrati.ono The addition o£ HC1 to the solution then 
causes crystal.l.isat:lon o£ zirconium oxyehl.oride octahydrateo 
Then the crystallized ZrOOJ.2•8H20 is readi.ly filtered f'rom the solution 
cont.aUling the ch1orldes o£ Fe~ Al., Mg, etc. If' Si~ is not present 
the ZrCl4 can be added directly to an acid solution as shown in re-
action [5] and the ZrOC~·8H20 cryatal.lized out without an i.nter-
mediate f'i.l.tratian step. 
The ignition of' these col.orl.ess cr.ystals f'orms the oxide aa follows: 
ZrOC~o8~0 • Zr~ + 2HC1 7' + 7~0 .1' (6) 
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Thus, the basic raw materials f or r eduction are prepared, ioeo pure 
sirconium tetrachloride or pure zirconium o.xideo SUbsequent steps 
will effect no further purification, but are conversions to a form 
amenable to reductiono Hafnium has been purposely l eft out of the 
discussion because it has little beari ng on the basic reduction 
processeso If it is in the ore it will end up in the final sirconium 
product in about the same proportions and its presence is probably 
important in nuclear applications alonea if the removal must be 
effected to reduce the neutron cross section of the final metal its 
removal must have been accomplished prior to the formation of the 
pure products needed for reduetiono Su£fice it. to say, that the 
remova1 of hafnium is a separate process not within the scope of 
this papero 
O.f'ten the above purification steps are UlUlecessary where only a 
relatively impure z·ireonium powder. is requiredo In that case a 
zirconia concentrate, for instance, can be used directly in the 
reduction processes to be describeda This is pe.rticular:cy true in 
the case of the sodium reduction or the sodium or potassium zirconium 
.fluoride which had as its principle applioati.en the forstien of a 
raw materia1 for the Van Arkel proceas<2 , 24). 
IIIe· CAWIUJl RIDUCTION OF ZrRCONIUK OllDE 
Calcium has clearly been shown to be one of the most favorable reduc-
ing agents for zirconium oxide. Even small quantities or oxygen have 
been removed from solid solution in zirconium by means· or calcium<2S). 
For some time the reaction was carried out in a closed iron bomb and 
thia method is used even todayo Wedekind and Lawis(4), eredited wi.th 
first suggesting the method in 1912, reduced Zr~ with calcium in an 
iron tubeo In 1923 Ruff and Brin~singer(S) published the results of 
their experiments on the sodium and sodium plus calcium reduction of 
Zr~o other reducti.on methods closely allied to this, such as the use 
o:r magneslum or ~gnesium and sodium as the reducing agenta<26,27), 
have proven quite unsuccessful primarily because the reaction products 
cannot be freed i'rcxn the zirconium metal. 
It was trom investigations made in the ear~ 1920's by Kiernan<6>, and 
published only in the form of patents, that the best method · for 
preparation ot sirconium powder by a reduction process was developedo 
The introduction of the non-reacting cal.cium chloride to the basic 
reaction and the utilization of very pure raw materials was most 
important. 
A ful1 description of Kiernan's method is useful since the latest 
improvements or his method shCJifa only minor ehangeso Zirconium oxide 
was prepared by the igniti.n of so-called very pure sirconium nitrate. 
It has been reported., however, that sirconium nitrate is extremely 
difficult to obtain(28,29,30) and actual:cy zirconyl nitrate 
dihydrate [ ZrO(No3)2 o2~o J uust have been usedo This was c•nverted 
to Zro2 b,y ignitien at 7S0°Co 
The oxide was sieved through a lSO mesh screen and processed as shown 
in the now sheet of Figo 2o This is compared with the more recent 
KIERNAN'S METHOD 
Pure Dense Zr02 (-150mesh) 
Mix by tumbling 
Reduction Bomb 






Leach in dilute 
HN03 
,. 
Zr meta I powder 
Wash 1 n water 
and filter 
Wash in alcohol, 









+ .. powder normally contammg about 
1-2 °/o 0 2 and ~5 to I 0/o N2 
LILLIENDAHL AND RENTSCHLER'S METHOD 
Pure _ Dense Zr0 2 (-IOOmesh) 
Mix by tumbling 
for I hour 
'~ 
Reduction Chamber 
30 minutes at 1100°C 
~ 
Zr+ CoO+ CaCI2 
Leach in 10°/o HCL 
Zr meta I powder 
Wash in water 
and filter 
Wash in alcohol, 
ether and dry 









Fig. 2 Flow sheet of the calcium reduction of zircon1um oxide , 
=14= 
method of Lilliendahl and Rents~hler ( B , 9) o In both cases the purity 
of the calcium and calcium chloride was deemed essantialo The calcium 
chips are prepared by cutting calci um metal vri. t h a Wiley cutter to 
pass 1/8 inch screeningo Spe cial dehydration of the calcium chloride 
was described by Kiernan who ignited the mterial for several hours at 
5oo°Co It is ese~ntial to dehydrate the calcium chloride until there 
is less than ol percent water in the salt. If this is accomplished 
the calcium content of the .final sirconium metal produced can be kept 
down to o05 to ol percento This has been well established experi-
mentally, but the reason for the water in the calcium chloride ertec~ 
1ng the ulti~.ate calcium content 1n the metal has not been ex:plainedo 
The proportions of the materials to be used in the charge are not too 
well establishedo Aecording to the reaction 
zro2 + 2Ca • Zr + 2CaO (7) 
•ne would add 65 gme of Ca for eve~cy 100 gms of zirconium oxideo 
Lilliendahl and Rentschler recCIIlmend the addition of twice the 
theoretically required calcium, ioeo 130 gms of Ca for every 100 gms 
of zre2 .~ and Kiernan added 1 gm of Ca for every gram of Zr02 o The 
role of the calcium chloride is primarily as a diluent to slow down 
the highly exothermic reactiono In addition it reduces the cootact 
of the reactants with the bomb or reaction chamber wall, and probably 
acts as a fluxo Thus the amOWlt of CaC~ addition is arbitrary and 
muat be based purely on experimentationo The moat recent published 
data indicates that one mole of CaCl2 should be added for each mole 
of Zr~, io eo 90 gms of CaC~ for every 100 gms of Zr02 o Kiernan 
used somewhat mora calcium chloride than thato According to Kiernan 
the amount of calcium chloride used will determine the particle size 
of the powder and although Lilliendahl and Rentschler make no such 
claim it very likely has an effecto In any case it would seem that 
the optimum proportions, even within limits~ have yet to be determinedo 
The constituents of the reaction are thoroughly mixed by tumbling and 
placed in a bomb or reduction chambero The reduction is carried out 
as shown in the flow sheeto It was found that little pressure de~ 
Teloped during the reactions and that a bomb was unnecessaryo Kroll (7) 
experimented first with this reduction under an argon atmosphere at 
standard pressure, and this is the n:ajor difference between the method 
of Kiernan and that of Lilllendru'1l and Rentschlero For the latter 
method the reduction apparatus described by Lilliendahl and Rentschler 
as shown in Figo 3 is most suitableo The charge can be evacuated for 
thorough purging and the chamber filled with a partial atmosphere of 
argon and this pressure maintained throughout the reactiono Induction 
heating was usedo 
After the reaction is complete and the charge cooled 1 t is removed 
from an iron liner used in the bomb or the iron or molybdenum crucible 
used in the reduction chambero Kiernan chipped out and ground the 
reaction products in a steel mortar and pestle while Lilliendahl and 
.. 
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Rentschler placed the entire crucible in dilute hydrochloric acid and 
dissolved the charge away rrom the cru.ci blea To remove the CaC12 
and Ca.O Kiernan used a di1ute nitric acid leach, but a .more preferable 
method is the dilute (10 percent) hydrochloric acid leach used by the 
more recent inves~igators o The thoroughly l eached and washed zir= 
conium powder is wet screened,decanted,and dried b,y vacuum £iltrations 
a1cohol. and ether rinses, and fine.lly dried in vacuum at 60°to 70°Ca 
The resultant zirconium powder is the best made by a reduction process~ 
the metallic impurities being quite lowo A typical reported analysis 
is CB o05=al l%, Si oOl~o03%~ Fe ol-o2% 9 Ti aOl% with spectroscopic 
amounts of Al, Mg, Ni, Be, Cu and Mn with8 or course, ~,3% H£ depend-
ing upon the raw material. The high iron content is due to the use 
of an iron container and can be reduced to oO) to oo4% by the use o£ 
a molybdenum reaction crucible, the l!o content then being oOl to o05%o 
The gas content of the metal powder is often quite highj) however, the 
:f"i.ne commercial powders made i.n bombs without the use of the calcium 
chloride diluent running l. - 3% oxygen and o5 => l.% nitrogeno By the 
use of calcium chl.oride and the simple reduction chamber de3cribed it 
is poss1b1e to make a powder containing as lj.ttle as <» 3% oxygen and 
o OJ% nitrogeno Theoretically after reduction, the oxygen content 
of the zirconium should be on the order . or o02%(25)' but subsequent 
leachi.ng and other proe:essing increases the oxygen content. The 
nitrogen contentJ) on the other hand., depends almost entirely on the 
nitrogen content o£ the calcium used for reduction and the cost and 
availability o£ low nitrogen content c l cium is perhaps tJle moat 
seri.us drawback to the process for making a low gas content sir-
conium powder o 
The particle size of the powder has coneiderab1e in£luence on the gas 
coni#ent as well as the suitability for subsequent processingo It is 
poasi.ble to control the particle size of the powder produced by the 
calci.um and calcium chloride reduction in the following ways: 
lo The ~rtic1e size o£ the zirconium axide used will be 
directly reflected in the final zircolrl.um particle sizeo 
By ignition at high temperature, ioeo 1300°C, it is 
possible to increase the size of the oxide particleso 
2 o The greater the amount of calcium ch1oride used the 
f'iner will be the ultimate zirconium pawdero 
)o Temperature o£ reduction, particle size of the calcium 
and calcium ch1oride, and t.he t,horoughness of mixing 
may also influence the zirconium particle sizec 
Fine powders, i..f' needed., can be made £rom the coarser ones by grind-
ing, but a1most inevitably at a great sacrifice in ox;ygen content<, 
The chemistry of the above prO\CCss is quite simpleo The bas:tc 
reaction 
Zro2 + 2Ca s Zr + 2Ca0 ~98 • =45,000 cals (8) 
is highly exothermic and is a revers ible at approximately 1500°Co 
the leaching reaction is as follows: 
Zr + 2Ca0 + 4HC1 • Zr + 2CaC~ + 2H2o (9) 
On a large scale commercial basis the CaC~ washed out and leached 
eut o£ the reaction products could be readily recovered and used overo 
IVo SODIUM REDUCTION OF ZIRCONIUM TEI'RACHLORIDE 
The sodium reduction of zirconi.um tetrachloride while of great aig-
nificance in initiating more recent work on the reduction of the 
tetrachloride is in itae1f' one of the least. i"avorable methods of making 
a powdero Although no reported improvements have been made in the 
method since 1923 (Jl), 1 t was used commercially :1n this country until 
very recentlyo According to deBoer and Fast<24) this makes an ex-
cellent raw materia1 for the iOdide process. 
The procedure involved is shown in Figo 4o First pure ssircenium 
tetrachloride muet be made ae outlined pre-:douszy and this placed in 
a bomb type reduction furnace mixed with pure sodiumo EVen with the 
dr.Y box techniques which bave become a1most commonplace today, it is 
extremely inconvenient to obtain and make a good mixture of zirconium 




Mix 1n inert 
~ 
atmosphere ... Pure Na chips 
11r 
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Fig. 4 Flow sheet of the sodium reduction of zirconium tetrachloride 
tetrach1oride and sodi.um in a1ternate layers in the bombo A better 
mixture and nuch leas oxygen contamination can be obtained if the 
mixture is ma.da and placed in the bomb in an argon dry boxo 
The bomb is heated in a furnace to 85o°C to effect the reductiono The 
reacti.on is extremely exothermic, local temperatures probabzy become 
much lrl.gher,. and considerable pressure develops in the bombo To avoid 
the ditricuJ.ty that would occur after reduction by an excess or sodi.um 
very little over the s t oichiometric amount is added, generally about 
one percent of excess sodiumo The reaction takes pl.ace according to 
the equation 
ZrCl4 + 4Na • Zr + WlaCl (10) 
A£ter the reductien is canplete and the bomb cooled• the reactien 
products are washed thorough~ in watero The sodium chloride is 
readily washed out. ~ excess or unreacted sodium would be washed 
eut as aodi.um hydroXide and unreacted zirconium tetrachloride i.f 
present would form zirceeyl chloride and be dissolved away from the 
sirconium. Leaching should not be necessary, then, and it is only 
necessary to dry the powder or lumps by the usua1 methodsc 
U the zirconium tetrachloride and sodi:um are o£ high purity, a pure 
duc1iS.1e si.rcanium i.n powder and l.ump form shou1d be obtai.nableo A£1;er 
this baa been accomplished the metal could be ut111.sed .tor melting 
practice in a manner similar to KI·ell process sponge or if' powder is 
required the hydride processa t<.) be described in a subsequent chapter, 
can be utilizedo . 
There is no theoretical reason why go:Jd zirconium coul.d not be produced 
by this methodo The dif.ficulties are probably entirely technical and 
. . 
the tailing of the method is in economic competition with the Kroll 
processo If indeed a bomb reduction is easentia1 the method is very 
unfavorable, but if it is not essential, as has been proven with 
nearly al1 the other zirconium reduction processes, then only the 
difficulty in handling of sodium remains a major drawbacko 
Vo SODIUK RIDUCTION OF THE DOUBLE AlKALI FLUORIDES 
If there is a purif':l.cation method lmown today whi.ch will lead to the 
· preparatiea of' a zirconium powder alternate to the .formation ef air .... 
C' 
c•nium tetrachl.oride it is by the formation of sodium-zirconium 
fl.uorideo Although a purer metal can probably be obtained by starting 
with pure sirconium oXide it is quite possible to start with the 
relativ~ impure oxide in the form of the concentrated ore and effect 
a removal or impurities by the preparation of the double alkali 
nuorideo 
This method, utilizhlg Na5Zr2F13 as shown in Figo 5, WQS originally 
described by deBoer and Fast<2 )whopo1nt out~ or the advantages 
over the use of K2ZrF6o The latter proeet5s will be described eub-
aequentqo Indeed, one advantage is immediateq apparent and that is 
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Fig. 5 Flow sheet of the sodium reduction of sodium-zirconium fluoride. 
Zirconium oxide and sodium bisulphate are mixed and melted together to 
form zirconium sulphate accordinv to the equation 
(11) 
The theoretical ratio of bisulphat.e to oxide is a bout 2 to 1.9 but an 
excess of bisulphate is required and generally a 5 to 1 bisulphate to 
oxide ratio is used for the above rooctiono This prevents the formation 
of sodium hydroxide9 but instead causes the follol'fing reactien to take 
place: 
(12) 
The zirconium sulphate which is mixed wi'th scrlir~m sulphate and sodium bi-
sulphate is dissolved in vm.tero If necessary 1 where impure sirconium 
oxide was used.~> it should be possible to remove Sio2 from the solution 
by filtrationo The removal of soluble sulphate salts of iron, aluminum, 
titanium, etco can be effected at this point if necessary by evaporating 
sufficient water to permit the leas soluble Zr(S'\)2 o 4~0 to crystal-
lize and . filter out the hydrated zirconium sulpha teo This is redissolved 
in 10 percent sulphuric acid and the solution added to a sodium fiuoride 
solutiono According to deBoer and Fast who describe no purification 
steps the following quantities are used: 
lo 7 Kg of Z~ is melted with 35 Kgo NaHS04 .. 
2 o The product of this melt is dissolved in 120 liters 
of water which contains 12 liters of H2SCUo 
3o A solution is made of 22 Kg NaF in 600 liters 
of watero 
4o The solution (2) is added to s olution (3). 
This results in a precipitation of sodium zirconium fluoride according 
to the Equation 
(13) 
Purification of the sodium zircor~um fluoride can be effected at this 
point by solut1on3 recrystallization, and proper filtrationo 
~he crystallized Na4zr2F13 is washed with a sodium chloride solution 
(20 Kg to 175 liters) and driedQ Reclamation of the Na5Zr2F13 remain-
ing in solution can be readily made by further cr.rstalliza·tion of the 
NaCl wash solution or, by recyc llng the NaCl wash solution, the loss 
of the zirconium salt · can be minimizedo 
The reduction of the Na5Zr2F13 with Na has been carried out in a bomb 
at about 1000°Co The reaction results in the formation of a consider-
able quantity of sOdium nuoride as follows: 
(14) 
Only a small excess of Na is used, ioeo about 10 percent, to avoid 
the difficulty of removing sodium from the reaction productso The re-
action products are washed in large quantities of water since NaF is 
not too readily soluble 1 vacuum filtered, rinsed in alcohol and dried. 
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The resultant zirconium is in the form of lump and powder and is ap= 
parently a good starting material for hot, wire decomposition or the 
iodide, but little has been done or claimed for the material per se. 
It is considerably more complex to produce potassium fluozirconate than 
to produce the sodium compoundo As a starting material ZrF4 is requiredo 
Although recent attempts<32,33) have been made to produce zirconium 
tetrafluoride by the hydrofluorination of zirconium oxide {and a 
modification of this method was used earlier(l)) the beat method is by 
the action of anhydrous hydrogen fluoride on zirconium tetrachloride 
according to the reaction 
ZrCl4 + 4HF • ZrF4 + 4HC1 (15) 
By the use of proper sublimation temperatures a rather impure ZrCl4 
un probably be used to produce a pure ZrF4o This permits the re-
sublimation_ step for purification of ZrCJ.4 to be avoided~ The process 
is shown in Figo 6. 
TQ a concentrated sOlution of zirconium tetrafluoride a concentrated 
solution of potassium fluoride is added in an equivalent amaunto From 
the solution K2ZrF6 can be crystallized, and by repeated recrystallisa-
tion the purity of the crystalline salt can be improvedo 
The pure K2ZrF 6 is heated up in a closed container with about a 30 per-
cent excess of the sodium according to the equation 
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Fig.6 Flow sheet of the sodium reduction of potassium-zirconium fluoride. 
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and a zirconium powder and lump product are obtained in the usual way. 
The alkali leach is recammendect<24) to prevent the possible formation 
of hydrofluoric acid if hydrochloric acid is added without thorough 
removal of the NaF and KF o The hydrochloric acid leach as shown is 
suggested to remove iron which may have been picked up from the reduc-
tion vesselo 
The products of these methods are of very questionable purity chiefly 
in regard to gas contento Although the methods looked promising at 
one time, ~~ey seem to have no potential use in the futureo 
VIo COMMINUTION OF REDUCTION PRODUCTS 
Of the four methods discussed previously 1 only one results in good 
powder product, ioeo the reduction product is completely a powder rather 
t han powder and lump" Processes used in the past (34) frequently ·utilized 
direct comminution of the reduction products to make a powder and this 
method is used to some extent todayo 
Pure zirconium is an extremely ductile metal and is very difficult to 
comminute directly, unless it is ernbrittled by impuritieso. The material 
that was ground up in the past to make a powder !rom sponge or lump was 
high enough in nitrogen and oxygen to make the zirconium adequately 
brittleo For some applications this yields a useful powder, but a pure 
powder which can yield a ductile sintered product would have many more 
applications o 
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Some powder is produced b;y~ anbrittlement of sponge zirconium with several 
percent of oxygen and hammer milling the br.ittle material. It has been 
reported that a rather coarse powder (+10 mesh) can be obtained by the 
direct comminution o£ zirconium sponge9 A much more £avorable approach, 
however~ is the embrittlement of zirconium with hydrogen. 
VII.. THE HYDRIDE PROCESS 
The kinetics of the reactions o£ zirconium with hydrogen as well as 
with other gases has been rather thorough~ investigated(Js--44). Accord-
ing to these investigations, hydrogen absorption in zirconium begins at 
235°C and a maximum amount of hydrogen can be reacted at about 30o0to 
J75°c(35,36) o Actually as has bem reported, some hydrogen absorption 
begins at loo0 c<4S>, but it is insignificant except where the zirconium 
is to be used as a getter in vacuum tubes o 
At 300° to 400°C the surface reaction rate is quite hight~ but even . so 
it takes considerable time to convert the charge entire1y to hydrideo 
If one extrapolates the experimental. data of Gulbransen and Andrew(35) 
for reaction of hydrogen with zirconium at )00°C as shown in Figo 7, 
it is found that :: c 12o2 micrograms/cm2/min at atmospheric pressureo 
The validity of the relationship 
has not been proven up to this pressure, but experimental data indi.catee 
that it is reasonably accurateo 
-Jo-
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INITIAL REACTION RATE OF ZIRCONIUM WITH HYDROGEN 
AT 300°C AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE 
In previous investigations(ll) zirc~~um cr.ystal bar (iodide process) 
was hydrided in order to utilize the purest available materialo A 
typical siZe of this material is in the form of 1/2 inch diameter rodeo 
These were cut in approximate~ cne inch lengthAo From the above data 
one can readily calculate the time required to react enough hydrogen 
with these zirconium pieces to form something close to ZrH2 o The 
1/2 inch diameter, 1 inch length of zirconium weighs about 21 gms and 
should gain o4 gms in weighto The surface area is l2o65 cm2 and at 
atmospheric pressure l2o2 rnicrograms/cm2/min is the hydrogen weight 
gaino Thus the weight gain per minute for the piece of zirconium is 
154o3 microgramso At that·rate it will take 2,590 minutes (43 hrs) to convert 
this piece of zirconium to ZrH2 • 
The above data is for initial reaction rate, and since the weight gain 
is a parabolic function of time it will 'take considerably longer to 
react this rather massive piece of zirconium~' even to the point of 
forming a lower hydrideo Although it has been reported that hydrogen 
diffUses through zirconium ver,y rapidly, the parabolic weight-gain 
time(35) curve indicates quite definitely that this reaction becomes 
diffusion dependento To hydride massive zirconium in any reasonable 
length of time as was prmously reported, then,a considerably higher 
temperature nust be usedo The temperature selected as most suitable 
was 800°Co At this temperature onzy the · lower hydride 9 (ZrH}, forma 
. as indicated in Figo 8 and ZrH2 forms later, en slow cooling in hydro-
gen thrCNgh 400°C. If the hydride is cooled rapidly through 4oo0 c 
or cooled in vacuum or an inert atmosphere ZrH would formo This lower 
-)J .... 
hydride is adequately brittle for comminution, but little work has 
been done with ito Even so it takes 20 hours to hydride zirconium of 
about the size mentioned aboveo If a much reduced time is used, such 
as 10 hours, the center of the massive zirconium remains too ductile 
to comminuteo 
Since : is directly proportional to surface area, the hydriding or 
sponge zirconium is .far more favorable a The a ur.face area of zirconium 
sponge is probably on the order of 100 cm2/gm compared to a6 cm2/gm 
for the crystal baro Thus the hydriding reaction for the sponge is 
initially going at the rate of about l mg/gm of zirconium per minute 
and Zr~ can be formed in about 20 minutes at 3000Co In addition the 
diffusion distances are small so that the rate does not decrease much 
in the time required to completely hydride the mterial if not to 
Zr~ to at least ZrH1 o 6 which is ample for easy comminutiono 
Indeed this !'ast reaction rate presents another problem and that is the 
problem of supplying the hydrogen with sufficient rapidity to satisfy 
the reactiono For a mere 100 gram charge of sponge, 1 li tar of hydrogen 
per minute (2 cfh) must be supplied to accommodate the reactiono 
Actually the reaction rate is considerably raster than calculated and 
even at a flow rate of 30 cfh fol• a 500 gm charge, the hydrogen supply 
was insuf'ficiento The method of overcoming this difficulty is an 
important part of· the processing procedure to be describedo 
According to equilibrium condit i ons i n hydrogen at about 4oo°C the 
face-centered tetragonal ZrH2 ~11 form, and above 4oo°C the lower 
hydrides or a mixture of ZrH and ZrH2 is in equilibrium with hydro-
. gen(38)o At 8oo°C the phase which is in equilibrium with hydrogen 
ia the face=centered-cubic ZrH and above this temperature the amount 
of hydroge~ which can be combined wi·th zirconium decreases~ These 
conditions ar·e for atmospheric pressureo No reported studies have ·been 
made much above atmospheric pressureo At reduced pressure, the amount 
of hydrogen in equilibrium with zirconiun1 decreases~ but only above 
6oo0 c does it decrease subatantiallyo The work of Hall, Ma~tin and 
Rees(36) as shown in F:tgso 8 and 9 has been repeatedly verif'ied by 
vacuum decomposition of zirconium hydride.c Below 6S0°C it is impos-
sible to get, complete decomposition of the hydride and only at 8oo°C 
can it be carried out in a reasonably short J...angth of timeo .At higher 
temperature the hydride becomes very unstable at reduced pressure and 
decomposition is ver,y rapido 
The solid solubility o£ hydrogen in zirconium is unusually lowo It 
has been reported as being on the order or a maximum of o·o6 weight. 
percent in a--sirconiumo Accor<H.ng to Hagg(38) 1 two intermediate 
phases exist between the solid solution limit and ZrHo In· any case 
the embrittling potential as well as the ease of rem~val of h~rogen 
is well establishedo 
Zirconium crystal. bar was aelec1ied for initial investigation of the 
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untavorabl.e materialo As pointed out above, it requires relatively 
high temperatures and long time to produce a fully embrittled materialo 
This required the use of hydrogen of extremely high purity and an 
extremely gas tigh-t aystemo The apparatus as shown in Figs. 10 and 11 
suitable for processing 5 lbo batches was designed and built for hyd.rid~ 
1ng iodide process zirconium. Aa shawn9 it was modified for processing 
sponge zirconium wherein its only disadvantage is size, the large bulk 
volume or sponge permitting only 1 or 2 lb. chargeso 
This hydriding unit is operable at temperatures up to ll00°Go The 
charge is placed in either a stainless steel or graphite basketg de-
pending upon the operation temperature ( stainl.ess steel is sui table up 
to 900°C and graphite is satisfactory up to ll00°C), and the zirconium 
hydride furnace is isolated and evacuatedo It is then purged with 
helium, re-evacuated, and ·re-purgedo The rest of the . apparatus has a 
helium atmosphere throughout at this timeo After the purging is 
complete a proper hydrogen-helium mixt~e now is turned on and the 
charge heated to t.he hydriding t.emperatureo The gas puri.f'ication 
system consis-ts of a "De-oxott unit (palladium catalyst)., for the con-
version of any oxygen present in the hydrogen to water vapor, ~ 
Lectrodryer (activated alumina) for removal of the water vapor and 
tina~ hot calcium hydride operated at 700°Cc. It is important that 
t.he calcium be of high purl ty particularly in regard to volatiletJ and 
must, therefore, be of a redistilled gradeo The calcium eydride 
removes the last traces of water vapor and any nitrogen which might 
be present. The unit has a condenser after the zirconium hydrid.ing 
-38-
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furnace and a glass wool filter, to r emove any volatiles which might 
come off the zirconium chargeo The glass check valve prevents any 
.back flow of airo Dew point take-offs are located after each gas 
purification unit to determine the efficiency of their operationo 
Both the calcium hydride furnace and the zirconium hydriding furnace 
are nichrome~wound alundum tube furnaceso The reaction tubes are 
3-1/2 inches IoD. Inconel tubingo Water-cooled rubber gaskets are 
used as sealso A flowmeter is located near the gas outlet to determine 
the am~nt of gas which is being used in the reactiono The gas system 
is further instrumented with pressure gauges located as shown in the 
schematic diagramo 
There are two types of massive zirconium which have been. converted to 
hydride in this uni to One type is the iodide process crystal bar, 
and the other is arc-melted materialo A similar procedure is suit-
able f -or both these naterialso To convert them to a eydride in any 
reasonable length of time, it is necessar,y to use the hydriding temper-
ature of 800°C and a time or about 20 hourso To hydride this material 
the zirconium is heated up after purging in a flow of 12 cfh of 
purified hydrogen and furnace-cooled in hydrogen after 20 baurso To 
operate at a temperature or 8oo0c, it is necest:Jary to insure that 
this system be extremely gas tight and that the gas purification be 
adequate, to prevent oxygen and nitrogen pick-up. By correct pro-
cedure it is possible to maintain the same purity in the zirconium-
h)Uride product that was present in the raw material. 
To hydride zirconium sponge ·t;he vary large surface area of this 
material requires that a different procedure be used from that suit- · 
able for the massive materialo If the sponge has no volatile matter 
in it~ ioeo magnesium and chlorides, o:r if it has volatile& which 
are to be removed by subsequent. lmching, a low temperature is suitable. 
For this purpose a one---pound charge of z:l.rconium sponge is placed in a 
stainless steel basket and the system purged as described aboveo A 
flow of 5 cfh of hydrogen and 5 cfh of helium is used during the heat-
ing-up periodo The charge is heated to a temperature of 300°C in about 
half an hour and the gas flow altered~> If' the ratio of' hydrogen to 
helium is too high or if pure hydrogen is used, the. reaction at J00°C 
is so rapid that the hydrogen gas cannot be supplied quickly enougho 
For that . reason helium dilution is r<:quiredo The hydrogen flow is 
gradually increased and the helium now decreased until the maxinum 
reaction rate has passedo After this time, the hydriding is continued · 
in a flow or pure hydrogen., A time at temperature of one hour is used 
and the charge is furnac a-cooled in hydrogeno 
If leaching is undesirable and the zirconium sponge has residual 
volatile matter, ioeo magnesium and chlorides, which cannot be re-
moved, their removal can be accomplished by a high temperature 
hydriding operationo There are two disadvantages to this method!) 
One is the increased possibility of oxygen and nitrogen contamination 
due to the higher temperature and the second is the poaa1bi11ty of 
reaction with the containero Successful hydride-purification has 
been carried out at temperatures up to 1100°C by the use of a graphite 
basketo It is difficult, however, when operating at this tenperature 
-42.,.. 
to maintain the low nitrogen content of the starting materialo Good 
volatile removal, however, can be effected by this procedurea 
The charge is handled as described above, except that it is allowed to 
heat up above 300°Co At about this temperature, however, the helium 
now is reduced and the h~rogen flow increased until the maximum re-
action rate has been passedo In ei'.f'ect then most of the hydriding 
occurs chtring the heating of the charge and the operation is continued 
in a now of hydrogen to remove volatileso To effectively remove 
volatiles, temperatures in the neighbo1i1ood or 1000° to llOOOC are re-
quired and a time on the order of S to 20 hours depending upon the 
materialo After the purification is complete the charge is furnace-
cooled in the hydrogen flow. 
The flow sheet for these processes is shown in Figo l2o The steps tor 
tbe production of sponge are included so that a direct comparison can 
be better made with the fi~ sheets as Sh<7Rn in Figso 2 through 6~ 
The most favorable method of making airconium h)Uride is the utilisa-
tion of sponge zirconium as a raw material and the low temperature 
treatmento The excess magnesium and chlorides can be readil\v removed 
from the hydride by leaching in hydrochloric acid alter coliiDinutiono 
For operation at this temperature it is quite easy to maintain a gas-
tight system and the problem or oxygen and nitrogen pick-up almoat 
vaniaheao The process can be r•~ scaled up for production by main-
taining a fumace at temperature and utilizing removable tumace tubea 
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Ftg. 12 Flow sheet of the hydride method of making zirconium powder. 
Grinding even the very brittle zil.·canium hydride to a powder is ex-
tremely difficult if one is to complete~ avoid oxygen pick-upo It 
can be comminuted 1.n a atee1 mortar and pestle~ in a hammer mil.ls or 
even in a ball mill., but evan where inert a;limospheres are used, as the~ 
mst. be used in mechanical. grinding, some oxygen pick-up must be 
toleratedo Generally the increase in .oxygen amounts to ol to o2 percent, 
and this quantity is not detrimental for most useso Nitrogen, on the 
other hand9 presents no problem whatsoever during camminutionn 
To make zirconium polfder trcn the hydride it is vacuum decomposed at 
about 8oo0 c in a zirconia boat and the resultant looseq sintered cake 
recomminuted to a pcmdero By the use of a revolving horizontal. tube 
furnace for vacuum decomposition, the process could be speeded up con-
siderably and the recomminution would probably be unnecessary. 
Hydrogen is generally present in quantities o:f about 10 to 100 ppm in 
arc-melted sponge zirconium and in about the same quantity in Van Arkel 
process sirconiwno Vacuum si.ntered zirconium !¢ride compacts and 
vacuum decomposed zirconium powder generally have on~ 4 ppm or less 
residual hydrogeno Thus, the removal ot · hydrogen is no problem in this 
method, and 1n .fact the vacuum treatment of zirconium powder be it 
hydride or zirconi.um.-per se results in a residual hydrogen content so 
law it is extreme:cy difficu1t to equal in the arc-melted zirconiumo 
In Table I the gas content at various steps in the hydride process is 
shawno It is clear that the ~ unavoidable increase which occurs is 
in oxygen content and that this i.ncrease occurs only during comminution. 
Raw Material 
Hydride 
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An investigation is being made t.o determine if the oxygen pick-up 
during grinding cannot be avoidedo Nitrogen is the sensitive gas 
dur:lng hl'Qriding and wtdle contamination !'rom nitrogen can be avoided,. 
careful control must be exercisedo The powders made by the hydride 
method contain spec't#rographic traces of Al, Ca, Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn and Si 
of almost precisely the same amount as found in the ra• materia1o A 
powder can be made, therefore, by the h)'dride method which is almost 
ot as high purity as the raw .n:aterial. from a reduction or purification 
process and this powder can be processed by compacting and sintering 
to a specific shapeo 
VIII. HANDLING ZIRCONIUM POWDER . 
An important phase of the lllaDUf'acture of zirconium powder is proper 
precaution in handllng the material., Zirconium is quite resistant to 
oxilation at room temperature bu~ the powder has a rather low ignition 
temperat.ureo Although the hydrid~ powder has been often e~roneousq 
c;:onsidered much more stabl.e ~ the sirconiua powder ita ignitJ..on 
t~erature is even l.ower ~ the met,al powder by a £8'11 degreeso Both 
have ignition temperature from about 75° t,o 300°C dependUlg upon 
particle si.ze and purity. and when large concentrations of the powder 
e:xiat in the air as dust, an explosion by static electricity is very 
possible(46)o Flash tires are ~lao very like~ to o~cur if the 
material is not properly handledo 
For uae in photoflash ·bul.bs a very fine powder is required and tor 
this material rathf!tr comprehensive procedures have been worked 
out (47 ,48) o In general some of these rules should be applied to the 
handling of all zir.coniu.m powderso Zirconium or zirconium hydride 
should be preferably ground in an int?J.~t atmosphere or in 'WlCUUIDo Small 
quantities can be safely hand t?,round, in a mortar and pestle in a dust 
hood if ext.reme caution is cxercisedo This operation is suitable for 
laboratory practice onlyo Nor111 .. a.lly, comminution must be carried out 
in an inert atmosphere and for ether purposes one operator should 
handle no more than 1...,1/2 lbso of' powder at one timeo The powder 
should be stored in an argon atmosphere or under ¥'fatero 
These precautions wruld make it difficult for large quantities of 
powder to be precessed should its use become more extensiveo This is 
not the situation, however 9 because more extensive usage would probably 
indicate that a coarser powder is utilized, and the precautions can 
then be relaxedo FurthemorG, it i.s quite possible for large scale 
operation to carry out ~~e prccessss in automatic equipment which is 
enclosed in an inert atmosphere. 
IXo EVALUATION OF THE VARIOUS METAL POWDE..liS 
or the several methods of wdng zirconium powder reviewe~, and con-
sideration of other methode which have received some study 1 there are 
clearly two good processes available for making a zirconium powder 1 ioec 
the Ca reduction of Zr~ in the presence of CaC~ and the hydride 
process~ There are indeed other processes which have considerable 
promise(49) and probably need considerably more exploration, and there 
are processes such as the fused salt electrol~~ia(5o,5l)method being 
currently 1nve5tigated -r.'hich rr..::ty ~ricld a very good powder at low cost, 
but the ele~trolytic methods are outside the scope of this papero 
Methods other than the two mentioned above have one chiof shortcoming 
1n common)' and that is the high gas content of resultant zirconium 
powdero Perh&ps it is possible that these other methods could be per-
fected if the effort was applied~ but the incentive apparently is not 
thereo In fact if the powder produced by the Ca reduction of Zr~ is 
not high in oxygen and nitrogen content it caru1ot be used for photo-
flash lamps o This :l.s an important ma!'ket for zirconium powder, e.ven 
though the poundage is small, since ovar a nd.llion bulbs are used 
every day and the use is expected to double in about five yearso The 
powder generally used for this purpose is produced by Ca reduction in 
a bomb, is ball-milled to about 3l-L average particle size and contains 
considerable impuritieso A typical analysis is 2 to 3 percent o~gen, 
o5 to 1 percent nitrogen, Oo20 percent aluminum, Ool2 percent iron, 
and OQ57 percent calciumo This powder has an ignition temperature of 
about 2$0° to J00°C and photoflash lamps are made to utilize a powder 
of this typeo · The much purer powder which can be made by this method 
has an ignition temperature of' only 85°C and is totally unsuitable for 
use in the present photoflash lamp. 
There is a good potential use, hatvever, for a pure cheap sirconium 
powder which can be used ae a charge for melting practice or for 
powder metallurgy fabrication methodso The hydride process ie a 
secondary method of powder preparationo As used to produce a powder 
=49-
from sponge zirconium, it can be n:ade an extremely inexpensive opera-
tion and this method can be utilized to transform any unfavorably 
shaped product o! any reduction process to a powder and completely 
retain p~rity _except for some increase in ~gen contento 
Insufficient data are available to fully evaluate the powders made by 
the several sodium reduction processes and compare these powders with 
those made by Ca reduction and the hydride processo Clearly a spectro-
scopically pure pOlt'der can be made by sodium reduction if a pure zir- . 
conium tetrachloride is made first for the process, but no investigator 
has reported that a powder low in oxygen and nitrogen can be made by 
sodium reductiono A definite disadvantage of the SodiWI reduction 
process is that the boiling point of sodium is 880°0 and the meltit1g 
point of the reduction product NaCl is 801 °Co Thus the reduction must 
be carried out between this small temperature range if a bomb reduction 
is to be avoidedo Another possibility which is being investigated in 
connection with the process for making sponge is the use of a combined 
reduction such as sodium and magnesium which yields a low melting 
point salt (52,53,54) o 
Data are available to make a good comparison between the lcydride process 
and Ca reduction powders as shown in Table IIo Purity of ~th powders 
ia about the same although for its fine particle size the ox;ygen con-
tent of the calciUJI reduced powder is somewhat lower. The Di trogen 
content ot the calciua reduced sirooniua powder is relativeq high and 
it is questionable that this gas content ~ be much improved upono The 
Pander Type 
Zr Hydride ·rrom 
Iodide.Proeess Zr 
Zr Hydride from 
Sponge zr. 
Zr from Decomposi-
tion of Iodide 
lf1dride 
Zr from Decomposi-
tion of Sponge 
Hydride 
Ca Reduced Zr~ 
High Purity 
Ca Reduced~ 
Photoflash Gra e 
TABLE II 
Analysis and Properties of Zirconium and 
and Zirconium Hydride Powders. 
All -325 mesh powders~ 
Average 
Density, g/cm3 Particle 
Gas Content,Percent Size, compac"ea 
OXygen Nitrogen microns Apparent at So tsi 
o2 ..... o4 oOOS - oOlS lOoJ 2o2 4~9 
o)2 oOa) 6o8 lo96 4o45 
o) ~ o$ oOo5 - oOl$ 20o0 21)0 So$ 
o4 - o$ oO~ 27o4 2o)) SolO 
o)l o0)6 5oS 0~·47 5o68 




at So tsi 
2o2 - 1 
2:;?.7 - l 
2o 75- 1 




problem is to obtain calcium metal ver.y low in nitrogen content since 
sirconium will pick up nitrogen from molten calcium(25)o The price of calcium 
metal, particular~ of the purity needed, makes this process expensiveo 
The calcium reduced powder has a ver.y low apparent density, but presses 
to a renarkably high compac"c,ed denaitya The low apparent density is 
definite~ a disadvantage for po~der metallurgical purposes. With a 
compression ratio of 12 to 1, the die would have to be approximately 
fifteem times as high as the required compact and die costs wouid be-
come quite higho This problem can probably be overcome by adjustment 
of the charge and reduction temperature to produce a coarser powdero 
The zirconium hydride powder, on the other hand, has a very favorable 
compression ratioo The zirconium powder made from the decomposition of 
the hydride is an agglomerate of the fine hydride particles which tend 
to sinter together during decomposition. The powder made from sponge 
zirconiUJI by the hydride process is of finer particle sizej have lower 
apparent density, lower compacted density, lower green strength, and a 
higher compression ratio than the hydride powders made !rom iodide 
process zirconium. The vacuum decomposed powders are quite variable 
dependent upon decomposition, but the sponge product tends to have a 
lower compacted density. 
A comparison of particle sise distribution is shown 1n Table III and 
the particle shape is shown in the micrographs or F.lgo 13o The air-
coniwa hydride powder has a large nUDber ot very fine particleeo This 




1 - 2 
2 - 3 




8 - 10 
10 - 12 
12- 14 
14 ... 16 
16 ..... 20 
20- 30 
30 ... 44 
44 
TABLE III 
The Particle Size Distribution of Zirconium 
and Zirconium Hydride Powders as determined 
on the Photolometer 
Zirconium Powder 
Zirconium HYdride made by vacuum 
Powder made .from decomposition of 
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• 
particles agg1omerate in decomposing the zireoniurn hydride, and in 
the case of the Ca reduced powder the very fine particles are un-
doubtedly decanted off during the leaching and washing operationo 
The shape of the particles is interestingo The zirconium hydride 
particles are irregular · shaped» typical of a brittle comminuted 
materialo The zirconium powder as shown in Fig. 13C is the result ·of 
comminution of ductile agglomerates where the sharp corners of the 
agg1omerates tend to get pounded into a more spherical shapeo The Ca 
reduced powder consists of lacy agglomerateso The particles are 
elongated irregular shaped particles which ta.'"ld to agglomerate 
readily o This lacy appearance of the agglomerates and elongated 
particle shape accounts for the very low apparent density of this 
powdero 
In general bot.h these powders are goodo If zirconium hydride powder 
can be used it is probably sligh~ly more favorable, f'or pressing and 
sintering for instance, than the Ca reduced Zr, but if zirconium 
met.al powder is required the Ca reduced powder may have the edgeo 
Both methods can be perfected further depending upon the demando 
Fconollically the high cost of calciWI is the difficulty with the 
reduction process and technically it is the high purity calcium re-
quiredo The hydride process has its economy pinned direct~ to some 
other reduction processo If zirconium sponge can be DB.de cheaply, at 
very little additional cost zirconium hydride or at scnewhat higher 
cost sirconiua powder can be producedo There are no unique technical 
difficulties with the hydride process, the major cne, ioeo the need 
for a chamber containing very purs inert gas for comminution, is more or 
less a common problem in almost all steps of any zirconium processo 
A relatively good zirconium powder is available today and there is reason 
to expect a very good product just as soon as the demand requires ito 
The cost of producing zirconium powder appears to be geared directly to 
the cost of producing a pure zirconium raw material and it is reasonable 
to expect that the powder will· not be a great deal more expensive than 
the metal~~~ The major use of z ire onium today» such as in photoflash 
lamps, does not require a high purity producto Potential use ·as a getter 
in vacuum tubes seems limited by its low temperature absorption of hydro-
gen<45) and subsequent evolution requiring auxiliary getters such as 
barium or magnesium. The use of zirconium hydride -powders in making 
ceramic to metal seals is receiving some attention<55) 1 but here again 
high purity will not be requiredo Once the use of solid metallic zir-
conium becomes more extensive there is good reason to expect that 
powder metallurgy f'abrication Will be required to supplement melting 
techniques and for this purpose a powder of relativ~ high purity will 
be neededo When required it would seem that a good powder can be made 
available. 
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